Secure Safety Latch

Slide Genie™ Metal Slide System
Six drawer metal slide drawer holds up to 5,000 microscope slides. Stack 12 high on base unit for storage up to 60,000 slides. Each drawer has integrated separator which creates two rows of microscope slides per drawer.

SGM-6  Cabinet of 6 slide drawers
SGM-B  Base

Microscope Slide Storage Box
Redesigned with enhanced sliding open/close locking mechanism. Foam cushion inserts, durable HDPE with hinged lid.

SB-25  25 slide capacity, white
SB-50  50 slide capacity, white
SB-100 100 slide capacity, white

Cassette Blocks and Microscope slides Storage Systems

EASY ORGANIZATION, CONVENIENT TRANSPORT & STORAGE
SuperLite™ Storage Units

Microscope Slides

SLIDE STORAGE ITEM# CPS-6

1. 6 each, high impact polystyrene plastic trays, (7 1/2" wide x 13 1/4" deep x 2 5/8" high) / or Corrugated Partitioning
2. 6 each, sturdy corrugated drawers with front labeling for easy retrieval
3. 6 each, corrugated drawer enclosures for dust-proof protection
4. Reinforced Kraft Outer Carton for long term storage
5. Case dimensions: 27" wide x 16 1/2" deep x 10" high

Storage Files, Slide Filing System
CDI’s corrugated interlocking storage files for microscope slides are engineered to be durable and functional. An outer shell acts as a stabilizer for added support. If desired, file boxes may also be used individually without being stacked. Designed to economically hold 2,000 slides per drawer cavity (10,000 slides per unit). Available flat, or fully assembled.

Full/High Drawer:
CG1111-X    Fully Assembled CS/5 (1 Unit)
CG1111-XF   Flat/Unassembled CS/5 (1 Unit)
CG1111-DBL-XF Flat/Unassembled CS/10 (2 Units)

Original Half Drawer:
CG1111       Fully Assembled CS/5 (1 Unit)
CG1111-F     Flat/Unassembled CS/5 (1 Unit)
CG1111-DBL-F Flat/Unassembled CS/10 (2 Units)

SuperLite™ Storage Units

Tissue Cassette

CASSETTE STORAGE ITEM# CPC-6

1. 12 each, high impact polystyrene plastic trays, (7 1/2" wide x 13 1/4" deep x 1 3/8" high) / or Corrugated Partitioning
2. 12 each, sturdy corrugated drawers with front labeling for easy retrieval
3. 6 each, corrugated drawer enclosures for dust-proof protection
4. Reinforced Kraft Outer Carton for long term storage
5. Case dimensions: 27" wide x 16 1/2" deep x 10" high

BlockFile™ Cassette Filing System
Lightweight and sturdy high impact poly construction, for long-term storage of tissue blocks. Six drawer cabinet accommodates up to 1,500 paraffin blocks.
CFS-1 Unit, BlockFile Cassette Filing System

Storage Files, Cassette Filing System
CDI’s corrugated interlocking files for tissue blocks are engineered to be durable and functional. An outer shell acts as a stabilizer to added support. If desired, file boxes may also be used individually without being stacked. Designed to hold 500 tissue blocks per drawer cavity (2,500 blocks per unit). Available flat, or fully assembled.

CK1000       Fully Assembled CS/5 (1 Unit)
CK1000-F     Flat/Unassembled CS/5 (1 Unit)
CK1000-DBL-F Flat/Unassembled CS/10 (2 Units)